Forbidden in Shifted Speech
An adequate analysis of free indirect discourse should not only cover all possible readings, but also predict which sentences can never be used in free indirect speech or thought. Chapters 4 and 6 discussed how certain tense/aspect combinations can necessitate a free indirect discourse reading. The present chapter investigates sentences that can never be interpreted as free indirect discourse.
Specifically, we will look at imperatives and vocatives. Both constructions are banned from both (free) indirect thought and indirect speech. Section 9.1 surveys the data and illustrates this ban for either case. The subsequent sections discuss how they relate to utterance context. In each case, our aim is to provide an explanation for the observed prohibition. The proposed analyses remain sketchy in respects orthogonal to our topic and are not designed to comprehensively cover all possible observations for the constructions in question. However, we will use the present account for rigid and shiftable reference to contexts as our background for investigating the indexical nature of imperatives and vocatives.
Banned from Indirect Discourse
The present section reviews data showing that imperatives and vocatives are prohibited in free indirect discourse. We start by illustrating the prohibition for the imperative in English and German. Sentences in the imperative cannot be used in indirect speech or thought. The following examples each start with a direct quotation of a thought or utterance. The second version attempts to put the same passage in indirect speech or thought, while the third version illustrates how the original passage needs to be rephrased in reported speech or thought. Notably, the second (free indirect speech/thought) versions are unacceptable.
(1) a. The utterance in (1.a) cannot be rendered as an indirect report (1.b). The only possible way to understand the second sentence in (1.b) is as a direct quote of a thought of Tom. In this reading, ihn ('him') refers to a third person, not-as we'd expect in free indirect discourse-to Tom. The paraphrase with the modal soll in (1.c) is the best way to render (1.a) in indirect speech/thought. One might speculate that the prohibition is perhaps due to self-addressed imperatives being marked in general. However, we can now make use of the extensions in Chapter 8 and test the acceptability of imperatives in (free) indirect speech in German. Again, the use of imperatives is prohibited. 'The teacher talked to Tom. *Come to him (he said).' c.
Der Lehrer sprach Tom an. Er solle zu ihm kommen (sagte er).
'The teacher talked to Tom. He must come to him (he said).'
The indirect speech paraphrase in (2b) fails to convey the same content as (2a), no matter how we attempt to combine the imperative and Konjunktiv moods. The standard soll paraphrase in (2c) must be used instead. The same observations can be made for English and other languages. In Section 9.3 I explore how this prohibition of imperatives can be captured formally. Vocatives are another construction excluded from indirect speech and thought. Vocatives are parentheticals which refer to the intended addressee, such as the use of the name 'Bobby' in 'Bobby voc , do you want coffee?' or 'Bobby voc , Granny is calling!'. While the formal literature on vocatives is sparse (Zwicky 1974 , Predelli 2008 , authors agree that the vocative dp serves to express and confirm the intended addressee of the speaker. It is therefore a speaker-hearer indexical that refers to context. Data both in English and German reveal that the vocative is not a shiftable speaker-hearer indexical and even more strictly that vocatives are generally forbidden in free indirect speech or thought. Once again, this can be illustrated by contrasting a direct utterance with a vocative with an infelicitous attempt to render the same utterance or thought in free indirect discourse. The English examples in (3)/(4) directly translate German in (5)/(6) and both languages behave in parallel.
